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netventure sets standards in the development of innovative technologies 
and lets you experience TV in a completely new way. Virtual studios and 
real-t ime graphics make your production an exciting TV event for viewers.
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VIRTUAL & AUGMENTED GRAPHICS
Looking to save space or money with a virtual studio? Wanting to enhance your production 
with augmented graphics? Or searching for new revenue streams with virtual advertising? 
For 12 years we have been pushing the boundaries of Vizrt Graphics Engines and tracking 
systems to create astonishing virtual studios and augmented reality graphics even in the most 
challenging environments.

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE RENTAL
Ranging from live graphics playout engines, control application software or tracking systems 
for virtual studios or augmented reality graphics, our compact and safely packed rental kits are 
available for single events or complete seasons. Our kits include everything from cables to the 
high end Vizrt graphics system guaranteeing the highest production quality.

OPERATORS
From a single studio day to an entire season, our professional team of certified Pro Viz 
Trio operators are able to provide a reliable all-round graphics operating service for your 
production  on site.

TRAINING
From one-on-one training to group workshops, our Vizrt experts and certified operators can 
help you get the expertise you need to uncover the full potential of your Vizrt systems. Take 
full advantage of your Vizrt systems regardless of your current knowledge level.

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS & DATA INTEGRATION
Statistics and real-time data such as voter polling, sports scores, and financial statistics are an 
integral part of many productions. From data driven graphics to custom control applications, 
we provide robust data integration services and user friendly software solutions that meet 
your individual workflow needs.

CONSULTING & SUPPORT
Planning an upgrade or installing a new Vizrt infrastructure? Our expert consultants can 
support you in choosing the right hardware and software within your budget. Our team of 
technical experts can also assist you during installation, support & maintenance of your Vizrt 
systems.
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CREATIVE SERVICES
Launching or re-branding your channel? Getting ready to cover a sporting event? Or maybe 
there’s a general election or awards show on the horizon. Combining technology and 
creativity our design team focuses on delivering new and innovative graphic concepts that are  
eye-catching and unique.

SOCIAL MEDIA
In the new media landscape viewer engagement has ecome a crucial part of any live event or 
broadcast. Integrate social media content into any live graphics. With our editorial tools you 
will be able to search, filter and moderate content to be displayed anywhere from a ticker or 
lower third to video walls or augmented graphics.

LIVE STREAMING
Online viewing is on the rise, reach a larger audience by streaming your live event online. 
Our experienced team can provide a smooth implementation and end-to-end solution for 
streaming your live production or event online.

For almost 20 years we have provided live broadcast graphics for international 
sporting events, live shows and entertainment productions all around the world. With 
our experienced team we develop innovative solutions to meet all your production 
needs. From our 6 locations in Europe, we offer you a high-quality and reliable  
end-to-end service and solutions for your productions worldwide.

Development of the real-time virtual ghost plane and augmented graphics for the Red Bull Air Race Series 
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